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Guess the close up picture celebrity

By Kylene Arnold Close-up photography is known for photo bugs as macro photography. Macro photography is often used to take extreme close-up photos of flowers, insects or any other small, detailed object. The camera itself is not as important as the lens, although a single-lens reflex (SLR) camera will produce a higher quality image than a point-and-shoot. To produce high-
quality macro photos, you'll need a camera with manual focus and aperture and a high-quality macro lens. Macro lenses are long lenses that are designed to focus on short distances. SLR cameras are the best camera option for this type of photography because they give the user complete control over focus and exposure. Without this control, a macro photo may be in the wrong
place or underexposed. There are different types of lenses that lend themselves to macro photography, but some are more effective than others. The first type is called a close-up lens. This type of lens can be screwed onto a normal lens receptacle and provides additional magnification. It works on the same principle as a magnifying glass, but doesn't provide the clarity some
other types of lenses do. Another type of lens is a macro zoom lens, which offers a range of focal lengths from moderately wide to moderate telephoto. These usually have clearer optics than a close-up lens, but don't offer as much magnification as a real macro lens. Last of all, there are macro lenses, which have long lenses of different focal lengths specially designed for macro
photography. This will create the most sharp pictures. The focal length of a lens is the distance from the glass to the focal plane in the camera. Macro lenses come in 50mm, 60mm, 100mm and 105mm focal lengths, each of which is useful for taking pictures of an object at different distances. The smaller the focal length, the cheaper and lighter the lens will be and the closer you
need to be to your subject, while longer focal length lenses will allow you to take photos at greater distances. Each will produce a nice photo, but the shorter lenses may require you to be impractically close to some subjects. The best-known manufacturers of macro lenses include Canon, Nikon, Leica and Zeiss. Canon and Nikon use their own mounts, so these two lenses cannot
be exchanged. Leica and Zeiss, on the other hand, make lenses that fit a variety of mounts either native or by using mount adapters. In the 2014 biography, Cosby: His Life and Times, author Mark Whitaker reports that the comedian has lost most of his vision due to a rare form of glaucoma. According to the Whitaker, Cosby's glaucoma blurs one of his eyes so badly that he uses
to wear dark glasses in public, but that after two surgeries his eyesight is much better. Studies have shown that African-Americans more likely to have visually impaired glaucoma and that blindness of glaucoma is more common in African-Americans than Caucasians. Other risk include 65 years and older, with a family history of the condition, being myopic or prescient, and have a
past eye injury. Astronaut Glenn was not only the first American to orbit the Earth, he also holds the title of the oldest man to fly in space. But his heavenly opinion may not have been possible if he had not been diagnosed and treated for glaucoma early enough to save his vision. In a 2002 public service campaign, Glenn urged Americans to learn and have the risk factors of
glaucoma tested. If you are over 40 and healthy, eye exams every two to four years are recommended, while adults 65 and older should have eye exams every one to two years to check for glaucoma, age-related macular degeneration, and cataracts. Ask your doctor for an extensive dilated eye exam that lets in more light and helps your ophthalmologist check the health of your
retina and optic nerves. Ad HowStuffWorks Lifestyle Style Fashion There's not too much we enjoy more than a good old fashioned celebrity fashion disaster. So, for your voyeuristic entertainment, we've rounded up a list of the top 10 most horrific celebrity disasters of all time. 10: Johnny Depp, 2005 Oscars. Would it kill Johnny Depp to put on a classic tuxedo just once? Maybe it's
the best thing he never does -- the world would probably fall off its axis of all hotness. And frankly, anyone who owns an island can wear whatever they want. 9: Justin Timberlake and Britney Spears, American Music Awards 2001. Can we blame this on Britney? J.T. is totally hip and stylish right now and she's still a hot mess, so this denim debacle must have been her idea. Or
were they run over by a Wrangler truck on their way to the ceremony? 8: Robin Williams, 2005 Oscars. Robin Williams seems to be proud of his ghastly wacky ensembles. But this photo shows that even when he tries to classify it, he still ends up looking like Mork dressed him in the dark. 7: Jennifer Lopez, 2000 Grammys. Call us jaded - maybe it's because we're totally stunned
by Lady Gaga - but J. Lo's cut-down-to-there Versace dress, so outrageous in 2000, now looks almost... Modest. 6: Gwyneth Paltrow, 2002 Oscars. The usually perfect Paltrow took a wrong turn with this one. We don't know where to start -- the braided 'do, the overweight eye makeup, the blatant lack of bra -- but the slouch is what this outfit finally does. Pull those shoulders back,
Gwynnie! 5: Demi Moore, 1989 Oscars. Can you imagine the chic, modern-day Demi Moore wearing this horrible biker-shorts-and-bustier catastrophe? Yes, we didn't think so. (And seriously - how does she look younger now than she did in 1989?) 4: Barack Obama: 2009 Chicago White Sox game. His taste in business attire is about the impeccable, but things take an unfortunate
turn as he goes casual. The nation shrank when Obama threw the first pitch at a White Sox game dressed in mom jeans - paired with dazzling-white sneakers. 3: Anna Wintour, Wintour, Costume Institute Gala. On any random starlet, this curiously unflattering space-era dress probably would have earned no more than a few eye-rolls (or appreciative glances in the Mos Eisley
Cantina). But to Anna Wintour? She should have fired herself for this. 2: Celine Dion, 1999 Oscars. Never a paragon of taste and understatement, even on her best days, Celine really surpassed herself with this inexplicably backward white tuxedo. The jaunty pimp hat was the perfect finishing touch, don't you think? 1: Cher, 1986 Oscars. Twenty years later, Cher's insane
headdress getup is still the ultimate example of the celebrity fashion disaster. It was shocking at the time, for sure, but we think it now deserves admission to the so bad it's great category. See more disasters with our list of 10 of Fashion's Biggest Blunders. Ad Privacy Choices We use cookies to personalize content and ads, provide social media features, and analyze our traffic.
We also share information about your use of our site with our social media, advertising and analytics partners who may combine it with other information you have provided them or collected from your use of their services. You agree to our cookies if you continue to use our website. Do not sell my information OK information that can be used Type browser and the settings
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when it accesses has created a website or mobile application There are a few different ways to identify what kind of body type you have. Imagining plucked from the aisle of products - pears, apples, carrots - as you stand in front of the mirror is one. Looking for a famous body double is another. After all, once you recognize someone else with a figure as your own figure, it's easy to
dissect what works, what doesn't, and what your closet is missing. And, the answers are often right on the red carpet. The celebrities in our slides not only fit the bill as far as our usual 11 body types go, they are also pros at dressing amazingly. Whether through the help of a stylist or simply accessing the best of the best, they illustrate both the ability to dress to flatter their frames
and also to not give a damn about the rules. In other words, they know how to create balance between their more generous assets, but they're not afraid to show their shape in a bold, unapologetic way. Moving forward, we break the tips from some of Hollywood's best dressed power players. Players. Players.
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